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Don't Forget
You don't need to study all of the content in Units 1B, 1C and 2C
— some of the themes are optional. See page 1 for more details.
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Ecosystems
Welcome to a lovely new topic — get ready to learn all about ecosystems.

T

An Ecosystem Includes all the Living and Non-Living
1) An ecosystem is a unit that includes all the biotic (living)
parts (e.g. plants and animals) and the abiotif
(non-living) parts (e.g. soil and climate) in an area.

arts in an Area

Example of a small scale ecosystem

II,-

Bl

A hedgerow ecosystem includes the
lants that make up the hedgerow,
the organisms that live in it and

2) The organisms in ecosystems can be classed
as producers, consumers or decomposers.

KT

Rl

feed on it, the soil in the area and
the rainfall and sunshine it receives.

The producers include hawthorn

3) A producer is an organism that uses
sunlight energy to prodyceJoo^.

ihes and blackberry bushes.
The consumers include tha
ladybirds, spiders, greenfi' sparrows

4) A consumer is an organism that gets
its energy by eating other organisms —
it eats pjoducers or other consumers.

and sparrowhawks.

Ladybird

>\ Sparrow

•

Sparrowhawk

5) A food chain shows what eats what.
A food web shows lots of food chains
and how they overlap.
\i

6) A decomposer is an organism that gets its
energy by breaking dov/n dead material,
e.g. dead producers, dead consumers

Sparrowhawk | ^| Thrush

Sparrow

or fallen leaves. Bacteria and fungi

Greenfly

are decomposers.

^

Ladybird

7) When dead material is decomposed,

Spider

s

nutrients are released into the soil.

The nutrients are then taken up from
the soil by_p!ants. The plants may be eaten by consumers.
When the plants or consumers die, the nutrients are returned to

Bushes with berries

the soil. This transfer of nutrients is called nutrient cycling.

^Change to One Part of an Ecosystem has an Impact on Odiei* Par
Some parts of an ecosystem depend on the others, e.g. consumers depend on producers for a
source of food and some depend on them for a habitat (a place to live). So, if one part changes
it affects ail the other parts that depend on it. Here are two hedgerow examples:
Hot, dry

Reduced

plant growth

summer
.t

Hedgerow
trimmed

Fewer berries
for birds in
the winter

Numbers of

sparrows and
thrushes fall

Fewer birds for

sparrowhawks to
hunt, so number of

sparrowhawks falls

Fewer habitats for

Sparrows and

Fewer birds for

ladybirds, greenfly
and spiders,

thrushes have
less to eat, so
numbers fall

sparrowhawks to

so numbers fall

hunt, so number of

sparrowhawks falls
I

Food webs show multiple interlinked food chains

1

You may be asked how a change in an ecosystem affects the other parts. To help you figure out the answer, draw
a food web for the ecosystem so you can easily see what will have more food, less food, no habitat and so on.

c
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II

Global Ecosystems

There are loads of different ecosystems in the world. Time for a whistle-stop tour...

@bu Need to Know the Characteristics of Global Ecosystemsij
1) The climate in an area determines what type of ecosystem forms. So differenLparts of the
world have different ecosystems because they have different climates.
2) The map shows the global distribution of six types of ecosystem
— there are a lot more, but these are some of the major ones.
I.'"*

y

A

^?-

Grassland

There are twojyp^s of grassland. Savannah

^

ft,

grasslands are found between the tropics.

Found at high latitudes (above

There are distinct dry and wet seasons, although rainfall is
still relatively low. Most of the vegetation is grasses with
a few scattered trees. TempCTate.grassiands are found at

60° N) in northern Europe, Alaska
and northern Can-ada. Winters

and less rainfall. There are no trees here —just grasses.

Tundra

.«*'

higher latitudes where there is more variation in temperature

are very cold, summers are brief
and there is little rainfall. There

Temperate Deciduous Forest

are hardly any trees — vegetation
includes mosses, grasses and

Found mainly in the mid latitudes where there

^:

low shrubs. There's a layer of
permanently frozen ground called
permafrost (see p.47).

are four distinct seasons. Summers are warm,

winters are relatively mild and there's rainfall all
year round. Deciduous trees lose their leaves in
winter to cope with the colder weather.
*)
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; Tropic of Cancer;
23.5° N

"\

.Equator

+
•^ •.

a

I
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^

Tropic of Capricorn,
0'

^

23.5° S

Polar

Tropical Rainforest

/

Found around the north and

Found around the equator, between the

dense canopies of vegetation forming
distinctjayers. There s more about

south poles. They are very cold,
ley and dry. Not much grows at
all (see p.47). They remain dark
for several months each year so
the growing season is very short

tropical rainforests on the next page.

— about 2 months.

tropics, where it's hot and wet all year
round. This is an area of lush forest, with

s'.

Hot Desert

Found between 15° and 35° north and south of the

^

f

MX

I

a

equator where there's little rainfall (see p.39).
It's very hot during the day and very cold at night.
Shrubs and cacti are sparsely distributed in the sandy soil.

<i*'"e-i'
71

^e climate in an area determines the type of ecosystem found there
— you don't need to learn this map off by heart. You should know roughly where the different

ecosystems are found though, as well as their basic characteristics. There's more on some of them coming up next.
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Tropical Rainforests
Let's have an in-depth look at tropical rainforests...
1 •.v'^V.SSS^I^iKS'SS^'K"1

Tropical Rainforests are Hot and Wet All Year Roun<
Climate

The climate is the same all year round

— there are no definite seasons.
•

It's hot (the temperature is generally between
20-28 °C and only varies by a few degrees

The soil isn't very fertile as heavy rain washes
nutrients away. There are nutrients at the surface

over the year). This is because near the
equator, the sun is overhead all year round.
• Rainfall is very high, around 2000 mm per year.
It rains every day, usually in the afternoon.

due to decayed leaf fall, but this layer is very thin
as decay is fast in the v\/arm, moist conditions.

^

•-•:»
^
m'^.^ •s>
^<
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Plants

^"'^

t£

:j

Most trees are evergreen (i.e. they don't drop their leaves
in a particular season) to take advantage of the continual
growing season. Many trees are really tail and the
vegetation cover is dense — very little light reaches the

3^ ^^y

-3^.^

forest floor. There are lots of epiphytes (plants that grow ^

on other living plants and take nutrients and moisture

%

from the air), e.g. orchids and ferns.

^

jaguar fSS^ss^fS"v

Animals
-Ul

Toucan

;f;
««;•

Rainforests are believed to contain more animal species
than any other ecosystem. Gorillas, jaguars, anacondas,
tree frogs and sloths are all examples of rainforest animals.
There are also loads of species of insects and birds. Many
animals are brightly coloured and make a.lot of noise.

People

The rainforests are home to many people, who
have adapted to life there over many generations.
They make a living by hunting and fishinj
gathering nuts and berries and growing vegetables
in small garden plots.

^
^
'f

-^ -<

^

3S

Rainforests are hot and wet with dense vegetation
Make sure you know the characteristics of the rainforest ecosystem — it'll help with the rest of the topic as well as
getting you easy marks in the exam. Cover the page and scribble down what you know to check you've got it all.
Unit 1 B — Tropical Rainforests
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Tropical Rainforests — Biodiversity

v

K

All the parts in ecosystems are all linked together, so if one part changes it can have major consequences.
jropjca! rainforests are no exception — especially because biodiversity is so high,

I Rainforests are Interdependent Ecosystems
All the parts of the rainforest (climate, water, soils, plants, animals and people) are dependent on
one another — if any one of them changes, everything else is affected. For example:

1) The warm and wet climate means that dead plant material is decomposed quickly by fungi and bacteria on
the forest floor. This makes the surface soil high in nutrients, meaning plants can grow quickly and easily.

2) Plants pass on their nutrients when they are eaten by animals. The dense vegetation provides .
lots of food, so animal popuiations are high. Many plant and animal species have formed !
symbiotic relationships (where they each depend on the other for s.yryj\/^>i). For example: j
Agouti (a rodent) are one of the only animals who can crack open the hard seed pod of the Brazil nut to
eat the nut inside. Sometimes, the agouti bury the nuts — these can sprout into new seediings. j

If the agouti became extinct, the Brazil nut trees would decline and so could all the other animals who
live in or feed on the Brazil nut trees. People who sell Brazil nuts to make a living may also be affected.
3) Changes to the rainforest ecosystem, such as people reducing tree cover by j
deforestation (see p.33-34), can have knock-on effects on the whole ecosystem. <

For example, by reducing the amount ofCQ^, being absorbed from the atmosphere,
adding to the greenhouse effect and changing the climate (see p.22). j

I

4) Trees also intercept and take up lots of water, and release it back into the atmosphere,
providing moisture for further rainfall. Deforestation means the climate may change, and
the risk of drought increases, affecting the plants and animals that live in the ecosystem.

inforests Have Very High Biodiversity
1) Biodiversity is the variety of organisms living in a particular area— both plants and animals.
2) Rainforests have extremely high biodiversity — they contain around 50% of the world's
plant, animal and insect species, and may contain around half of all life on Earth.
3) Rainforests are stable and productive environments because it's hot and wet all year round.
Plants and animals don't have to cope with changing conditions and there is always plenty to eat.
4) Many organisms have evolved to depend on just a few species for survival — they are very specific
to a particular habitat and food source, and many species are only found in a small area.

5) Deforestation (cutting down trees) and uncontrolled developiriCT! of the rainforest are
likely to lead to the extinction of many species and the loss of biodiversity.
The number of endangered species in Brazil increased from 218 in 1989 to 628 in 2008.

(REVISION'
fTS

Interdependence means everything affects everything else
To revise interdependence try thinking of a scenario that might happen, e.g. it gets hotter, then draw
a flow diagram showing how that change impacts the plants, animals, people etc. in the rainforest.
If you follow each step logically you should be able to figure out what might happen to each part.
Unit 1 B — Tropical Rainforests
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Tropical Rainforests — Adaptations
You may be wondering how plants and animals are able to survive in this hot, steamy environment...
^^\. ~" "-- - ---,-...,—,.-..—,.--.- - - — - - .....-„—, —— . —, ^•'".'"•',;

JPIants and Animals have Adapted to the Physical Condjtjons^

I

Piants in the rainforest are adapted to cope with the high rainfaij, high temperatures and competition for light:
D Tail trees competing for sunlight have big roots called byttressjoots to support their trunks.
2) Plants have thick, waxy leaves with ^omted^tips. The pointed tips (called
drip-tips) channel the water to a point so it ryns_Qff— that way the weight of
the water doesn't damage the plant, and there's no standing water for fungi and
bacteria to grow in. The waxy coating of the leaves also helps repel the rain.
3) Many trees have smooth, thin bark as there is no need to protect the trunk from
cold temperatures. The smooth surface also allows water to run off easily.
4) The rainforest has four distinct layers of plants with different adaptations.
For example, plants in the highest layer (emergents) only have branches at
their crown (where most Sight reaches them), and plants in the undercanopy
have large leaves to absorb as much light as possible.
5) Climbing plants, such as lianas, use the -- -""
tree trunks to climb up to the sunlight.
6) Plants drop their leaves gradually | , V^ _..^. Emer§ents
30m
throughout the year, meaning they
anopy
can go on growing all year round.
20m

3^

.„.'•

K

r

Undercanopy

I

.10m
«ftt.<n

/]

Animals are adapted in different ways so that they can find food and escape predators:
1) Many animals spend their entire lives high up in the canopy.
They have strong limbs so that they can spend all day climbing ;
and leaping from tree to tree, e.g. howler monkeys.
2) Some animals have flaps of skin that enable them to glide
between trees, e.g. flying squirrels. Others have suction cups
for climbing, e.g. red-eyed tree frogs.
3) Some birds have short, pointy wings so that they can easily
manoeuvre between the dense tangle of branches in the trees,
e.g. the harpy eagle has a short wingspan. |

»3

^-,«

'^h''

•»•

•^
(.

4) Some animals are camouflaged, e.g. leaf-tailed geckos look like
leaves so they can hide from predators.
5) Many animals are nocturnal (active at njght), e.g. sloths.
They sleep through the day and feed at night when it's cooler
— this helps them to save energy.
6) Some animals are adapted to the low light levels on the
rainforest floor, e.g. anteaters have a sharp sense of smell and
hearing, so they can detect predators without seeing them.
7) Many rainforests animals can swim, e.g. jaguars.

!:

fff
^i ^••^y''^

*.^^^.^"s

This allows them to cross river channels.

'EXA^
TIP

Adaptations help animals and plants to thrive in the hot, wet conditions
You may be given a picture of a plant or animal in the exam and asked to describe how it's adapted to its
environment. Don't panic if you have no idea what species it is — just think about the conditions in the
rainforest and how the features shown in the picture might be adaptations to help it survive.

Unit 1 B — Tropical Rainforests
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Tropical Rainforests — Deforestation
RemQvaLoftrees from forests is called deforestation. It's happening on a huge scale in many tropical rainforests.
Deforestation has many impacts — some good, some bad and some downright ygiy.

Deforestation is the Main Threat to Tropical RamTorests
There are lots of reasons why tropical rainforests are chopped down:
Population pressure — as
the population in the area
mcreases, trees are cleared to

Commerciai logging —
trees are felled to make

i

loney. Road building
for logging also requires
more tree clearance.

makejand for new settlements.
^:-

Mineral extraction —

minerals (e.g. gold and

/
n:
t

iron ore) are mined and
sold to make money.

"t-

Commercial farming

^

forest is cleared to make

f.

space for cattie grazing,
or for huge palm oil or
soya plantations.

€

r'-" TBNT

Energy development —
building dams to generate
hydro-electric power
floods large areas of forest.

""W : ais,sWtlsaf»3(.-V9•¥-'• T-

¥

Subsistence farming — forest
is cleared so farmers can

grow food for themselves
and their families.

IDeforestadon has Environmental and Economic Impacts
Environmental Impacts
1) With no trees to hold the soil together, heavy rain
washes away the soil (soiLerosion)- This can lead
to landslides and flooding.

2) Without a tree canopy to intercept (catch) rainfall
and tree roots to absorb it, more water reaches the

soil. This reduces soil fertility as nutrients in the
soil are washed away, out of reach of plants.
3) Trees remove CO from the atmosphere.
Also, burning vegetation to clear forest produces
CQ^. So deforestation means more CO^ in the
atmosphere, which adds to the greenhouse effect.
Deforestation is responsible for at least 15% of

global CO^ emissions each year — more than all of

Economic Impacts
1) Logging, farming and mining create jobs.
2) A lot of money is made from seli ins

timber, mining and commercial farming.
3) In the long term, deforestation can

destroy the resources that countries
depend on, e.g. timber, and reduce the
attractiveness of the area to tourists.

4) The livelihoods, of some iocaLpeopLe are
destroyed — deforestation can cause the

loss of the anjmais and plants that they
rely on to make a living.

the world's annual transport emissions combined.

eJRate of Deforestation is Changing
1) The rate of rainforest deforestation is very high — roughly 130 000 km2 per year.
2) Globally the rate seems to be slowing down but there are still hotspots where

I

the rate of deforestation is increasing, e.g. in Borneo and Nigeria.
Overall, deforestation in IBrazii and Indonesia accounted for almost half of the global total

between 2001 and 2014, though Brazil has reduced its deforestation rate since 1990.

Deforestation can bring wealth into an area

its

bit of a serious page this one, but an important one nonetheless — you should know the six main causes of

ie

like the back of your hand. And remember that rates of deforestation vary across the world.

I
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Deforestation
The Amazon is the largest rainforest on Earth, but it's shrinking fast due to deforestation.

LCase^Study — Deforestation is a Problem injh^Am^oir
D The Amazon is the largest rainforest on Earth — covering an area of around

8 million km2, including parts of Brazil, Pern, Coiombia, Venezuela,
Ecuador, Bolivia, Guyana, Suriname and French Guiana,

2) Since 1978, over 750 OOP km2 (more than threelimes the size of the UK)
has been destroyed by deforestation.
3) There are lots of causes — for example, between 2000 and 2005:
•

65-7Q% was caused by commercial (cattle) ranching.
20-25% was caused by small-scale subsistence farming
many farmers have been settled by the Brazilian
government along theTrans-Amazonian Highway.
)%. was caused by other commercial farmijig — mostly soy farming,
but rice, corn and sugar cane are also grown.
'-3% was caused by Jogging, including lots of illegal logging. New roads

Amazon
Rainforest

South
America

^'

have opened up areas of the forest that were previously too hard to get to.
1_2%. was caused by other activities such as mineral extraction (e.g. gold miningl,
road building, energy development and building new settlements.
4) Population growth and migration to the area is also putting pressure on the Amazon rainforest, especially
as the Brazilian government offers land in the rainforest to poor people from overcrowded cities.
5) There are many more small-scale subsistence farmers now, and people who have

or whose land has become unproductive are opening up more areas of the forest.

Jg||orestation in the Amazon has Many Impact^^J
Environmental

1) The Amazon stores around 100 billion tonnes of
carhon — deforestation will release some of this as

/

carbon dioxide, which causes global warming.
2) Brazil is losing .55 million tons of topsail every year
because of solLerosion caused by soy farming.

^

^

'^•'f'^.

i

•.^,

.fc«

Economic

D Economic development has brought wealth to countries that were very poor.
2) Farming makes a lot of money for countries in the rainforest,
^"^^.'l'n"l/""'nn/
^ Its easy.
e.g. in ZOOS, Brazil made $6.9 billion from trading cattle.
It is also the world's second biggest exporter of soy beans.
=^:eern^abad^ ^
3) The mining industry creates jobs for loads of people, e.g. the
;e some of
Buenaventura mining company in Peru employs over 3100 people.
4) Loeeine contributes a huee amount to Brazil's economy.
Ill^
5) Local Brazilian rubber tappers who extract natural rubber from rubber trees

'^^''^^"i

is^^^i
^'fe°^m;"T ^

have lost their livelihoods as trees have been cut down.

The Amazon rainforest is being rapidly deforested
If you've learned the information from the previous page, there shouldn't be anything too surprising here.
But make sure you also learn plenty of case study facts — you'll need them in the exam.

L
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Tropical Rainforests — Sustainable Management
It's not all doom and gloom for rainforests. In fact this page is dedicated to the ways to manage them.

It's Important to Protect Tropical Rainforests
1) It's important to protect the rainforest, in order to preserve its biodiversity — maintaining
the high diversity of plants and animals is valuable to both people and the environment.
2) Many products including rubber, coffee, chocolate and medicines are sourced from the rainforest.
If species become extinct, the chance to discover new medicines and develop new products is reduced.
3) Sustainable development also allows for long-term economic benefits, e.g. through developing ecotourism.
4) Protecting the rainforests may help reduce the greenhouse effect (p.22), by reducing CO^ emissions
(from burning etc.), and allowing the trees to continue absorbing CO,.
5) Some of the impacts of rainforest destruction, e.g. climate change, could affect all countries,
not just the countries where the deforestation is happening.
6) Rainforests also help regulate the climate and water cycle — without them the risks of
and riooding in certain areas can increase.

propical Rainforests can be Sustainably Managed

^

Rainforests can be managed in a way that's sustainable, i.e. in a way that allows people today to get the things
they need, but without stopping people in the future from getting what they need. Here's how:
Selective Logging

1) Only some trees (e.g. just the older or inferior
ones) are felled — most trees are left standing.

2) This is less damaging to the forest than felling
all the trees in an area. If only a few trees are
taken from each area the overall forest structure

is kept — the canopy's still there and the soil
isn't exposed. This means the forest will be able
to regenerate so it can be used in the future.

3) The least damaging forms are 'horse loggine'

and 'helicopter logging' — dragging felled trees
out of the forest using horses or removing them
with helicopters instead of huge trucks.
EXAMPLE: Helicopter logging is used in the
Maiavsian state of Sarawak.

v

Replanting
1) This is when new trees are planted to
replace the ones that are cut down.
2) This means there will be trees for

people to use in the future.
3) It's important that the same types of tree
are planted that were cut down, so that
the variety of trees is kept for the future.
4) In some countries there are laws

to make logging companies
replant trees when they clear an area.
^\111 II 11 III I I II I 11111111 11111 11^

^ See the next page for more ways to ;
manage rainforests sustainably. ^
^-11(111 lllll I II 11111111 III] 1111^

Ecotourism

D Ecotourism is tourism that minimises damage to the environment and benefits the local people.
2) Only a small number of visitors are allowed into an area at a time. Environmental impacts are
rriinimised, e.g. by making sure waste and litter are disposed of properly to prevent land and
water contamination.

3) Ecotourism provides a source of income for local people, e.g. they act as guides, provide
accommodation and transport. It can also raise awareness of conservation issues and bring
in more money for rainforest conservation.

4) If jocal people are employed in tourism, they don't have to log or farm to make
money, meaning fewer trees are cut down. If a country's economy relies on
ecotourism, there's an incentive to conserve the environment.

5) Ecotourism has been very successful in Costa Rica (a country in Central America).
It is the largest source of income for the country and has led to 21% of the country
being protected from development.
Unit 1 B — Tropical Rainforests
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Tropical Rainforests — Sustainable Management
A few more systainable ways to manage rainforests...
International Hardwood Agreements

1) Hardwood is a general term for wood from
certain tree species, e.g. mahogany and teak.

Education

The wood tends to be fairly dense and hard

it's used to make things I ike furniture.
2) hligh demand for hardwood from consumers
in richer countries means thatsQme_trQmcal

hardwood trees are becoming rarer as people
are chopping them down and selling them.

1) Education of the international community
about the impacts of deforestation can

encourage people to buy products that are
certified from sustainably managed sources.
2) Some local peopie don't know what the
environmental impacts of deforestation

3) There are internationa! agreements in place to try
to reduce illegal logging, and promote hardwood

are. Local people try to make money in
the short-term (e.g. by illegal logging) to

from sustainablv managed forests.

EXAMPLE: The Forest Stewardship Council® is an
organisation made up of businesses,

overcome their own poverty.

3) Educating local people about the impacts
of deforestation and ways to reduce the

non-governmental organisations (such as

Greenpeace) and individuals from all over the world.
They mark sustainably-sourced timber products with
their logo so that consumers can choose products that
are not contributing to unsustainable deforestation.

impacts decreases damage to the rainforest
environment.

4) Also, educating local people about alternative
ways to make money that don't damage the
environment as much, e.g. ecotourism, means
they aren't dependent on unsustainable
options in order to make a living.

Reducing Debt

1) A lot of tropical rainforests are in lower income countries.
2) Lower income countries often borrow money from

wealthier countries or organisations (e.g. the World Bank)
to fund development schemes or cope with
emergencies like floods.

Conservation

1) Many countries have set up national
parks and nature reserves within
rainforests. In these areas damaging

activities, e.g. logging, are restnrted.

3) This money has to be paid back with interest.
4) These countries often allow logging, farming and mininj
in rainforests to make money to pay back the debt.

However, a lack of funds can make it
difficult to police the restrictions.
2) As a result, some countries have

5) So reducine debt means countries don't have to do this
and the rainforests can be conserved for the future.

governments and businesses can

6) Debt can be cancelled by countries or organisations,

invest in. The countries get the
money in exchange for rainforest

but there's no guarantee the money that would have been

spent on repayments will be spent on conservation instead.
7) A better solution is a conservation swap, where part of a
country's debt is paid off in exchange for a guarantee that
the money is spent on conservation.
EXAMPLE: In 2008 the USA reduced Peru's debt by
$25 million in exchange for rainforest conservation.

set up funds which overseas

conservation.

3) The money can be used to enforce
restrictions on damaging activities

and to promote sustainable use of
the rainforests.

EXAMPLE: Norway has paid $1 billion
into Brazil's Amazon Fund to be used for
conservation.

Sustainable management of rainforests protects their biodiversity

K's0') This may seem like a lot of information, but you don't have to learn every detail — think about how each
strategy enables people to get the things they need without stopping people in the future from doing so.
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Worked Exam Questions

Read through this page carefully — it shows you the sorts of things the examiners are looking for

jn your answers. Then have a bash at the questions on the next page on your own.
1

Study Figure 1, which shows part of a food web for a coastal ecosystem.
Figure 1

1.1 Which of the organisms in the
food web shown in Figure 1 is a
producer? Shade one oval only.
g:

I

A

Sea otter

c^

B

Crab

C3

c

Sea snail

c^

D

Seaweed

Sea urchin

Sea otter

^^-'s.

^^IW^
-s

^

Seaweed

[1]

"?•:

•«;
'--^

!>•>.•«

Octopus

Crab

1.2 Give one example of a
consumer from the food chain

Sea snail

shown in Figure 1.

}^-~-

Sea urchin

[1]

Periwinkle

.'.,4'"-~-

«i!"S.'~ .—«

1.3 Describe how nutrients are cycled in a land-based ecosystem.

yy.^.^!?. ?!e^. ma^e.^.^.. .^.e.c.o.m R0.^.^'. .l?.^rl^.rl?:?. .at^e .^. .eas^..'.'??.?. .^.e.s.?.': . .T^f. .I1.irl.^^.t?^. ^f. .^.?.t?. .^f.1?.
u R . fro.tr!. ^)e s0.1! !?y. .p.'.a.n?"s'. .Ttl.e. .(?.'an^s. .maY t76 .e3^en. !?y.. .corl.su m.ers'. .so ^e nu.^^el?.^s. .^.^..':?. p.^1.'?. .^.
.?ra.ns^er.rec'. .{:0. .^e. c.orls.umers-. .y^'1e.n. .^'?.e. .i?.'an^s. .or. .co.nsumers .c'.'.e.'. .^'?.e. .n.u?'.r'.en^s. .are. re?L.um€c'. .^0. .^.e.
?.?.'!'. .?.r?.1^. .^.^. .£:Y.C: ^. .^?.1?.^1.1?.^?:
[4]
[Total 6 marks]

2 Study Figure 2, a diagram showing layers of vegetation in a tropical rainforest.
2.1 Using Figure 2, describe the physical conditions in the layers labelled A and B.
A: ..]]?ere.l.s..!ots..of.J.13ht..l?.ut..lt.ls.e.x!?Psecl............. Figure 2
.^.9. y.^.4. .^^. .b.^?.YX .r?il?.^>.'!.
wg

Ill
6 a'

A

B:.. .'.^.. \s. .s.b.^ t-?.^.^. .^.r!?!. .I ^ '.t?. .^.r.^. .^?.^H?.^
of the trees above.

[2]
2.2 Describe the climate of tropical rainforests.

B

.Tb.^. .c.'.1.1???^..'.?. .t.b.^. ?^.T??. .?.'.'. y?.^.r. .^^1.1?.4.

J.^.h?.^..^^..^rpR?.^^.j.s..3^.e.^['/.!?f.^?.^n..^P..a.n.^..^..°.^.an.^..o.nJ/.ya.r^
!s

^

the year). Rainfall is very hiqh (around 2000 mm per year) and it rains every day.
*/i •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••i>.>« •V. ••••••••••••*«••«•••«••••«••««*«*• t^««.««/«««.«*«««.....«..«««««t«*««i«t««/«*«««rf4t

^

[3]
[Total 5 marks]
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Exam Questions
f
s

1 Study Figure 1, a series of maps showing the extent of deforestation in an
area of tropical rainforest in a lower income country between 1966 and 2016.
1.1 Outline two possible causes of deforestation in the

Figure 1

area shown in Figure 1.
Cause 1:

t

I
fc

1966

1976

1986

Cause 2:

r

'-s.

fi
I

i^
^
I:'
i
s^
i
.^

[2]

1996

1.2 Outline one positive economic impact of deforestation.
Key

2016

2006

Forested | | Deforested

[1]

1.3 Outline one environmental impact of deforestation.

^

'^.,:
w

[2]

1.4 Explain how selective logging can help to make tropical rainforest use more sustainable.

[3]

1.5 Explain how reducing the debt of the country shown in Figure 1 might help to reduce
deforestation there.

[2]
[Total 10 marks]
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Hot Deserts
Hot deserts are hot and also very dry. This affects the

and animals that can live there.

bt Deserts Are Found in Hot, Dry Climates
There's very little rainfall — less than 250 mm per year.
When it rains also varies a lot — it might only rain once every
two or three years. Temperatures are extreme — they range from
very hot in the day (e.g. 45 °C) to very cold at night (e.g. 5 °C).

^\ii 1 iiiii '_i nil 111//
/•/
^ See page 29 for the '^
distribution of hot ~-

desert ecosystems. E
'"""111111111111^

It's usually

shallow with a coarse, gravelly texture. There's hardly any leaf fall so the
soil isn't very fertile. Lack of rainfall and plant material mean the soil is often dry.

Plant growth is pretty sparse due to the lack of rainfall.
Plants that do grow include cacti and thornbushes.

The plants are usually quite short (e.g. low shrubs or
short woody trees) though cacti can grow fairly tail.
Many plants have a short life cycle, only appearing
when it rains (see page 41).

D

Hot deserts contain animals adapted to

•^

survive in the harsh environment. There are

ft

lots of lizards, snakes, insects and scorpions.
2) Mammals tend to be small and nocturnal,
V-

e.g. kangaroo rats. Most birds leave the deseil
during the harshest conditions but some,
e.g. roadrunners, can live there all year round.

^

D
»•---{

V- Tt -—
"•

JU^*

'-.

<ft^3S^

^ :v

I-"

-a
^a

^

^

2)

Many people living in the desert
grow a few crops where there are
natural springs or wells to supply
water, usually in the desert fringes.
Indigenous people are often nomadic
— they travel all the time in search of
food and water for their herds, which

e-ss^K'asB'..-i

are mostly goats and sheep.

Hot deserts have shallow soils and sparse vegetation
deserts are pretty much what you'd expect them to be — hot, dry and sandy, with low populations of plants,
ar"mals and people. Study this page closely, then cover it up and write down what you can remember.
^
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Hot Deserts — Biodiversity

te^illi

Everything is connected to everything else in the hot desert ecosystem.

Hot Deserts are Fragile, Interdependent Ecosystems^
The biotic (living) components of hot deserts (plants, animals and people) and the abiotic (non-living)
components (climate, water, soils) are closely related — if one of them changes, the others are affected.
1) Plants gain their nutrients from the soit, and provide nutrients and water, to the animals that eat them.
In turn, animals spread seeds through their dung, helping the plants to reproduce, j
2) The hot and dry climate affects the soil in deserts. Soils are salty due to high evaporation,
and relatively low in nutrients because there is little decomposition of dead plant
material by fungi and bacteria, This means that plants struggle to grow.

3)

The sparse vegetation .limits the amount of food available, so
the desert can only support low-density populations of animals.

..J

4)

Water supplies in deserts can be extremely scarce. Rainfall is very low, and the coarse
desert soil means that any rain that does fall quickly drains away. Animals and people have
to find ways of coping, e.g. by constantly moving to new places, or digging deep wells.

5)

People have to irrigate (artificially water) the land in order to be able to grow crops.
Drawing yns.ystamable amounts of water from wells lowers the level of water
underground — reducing the amount available to other plants. Some plant species

and the animals that depend on them can struggle to survive as a result.

f.

6} Clhanges to components of the ecosystem, such as allowing cattle to overgraze vegetation, can have
knQck^Qn_effects on the whole ecosystem, e.g. by causing soil erosion. Without plant roots to stabilise
the soil, the wind can blow fine sand/soil particles away. Soil erosion can lead to clouds of dust in the
atmosphere, which can change the climate of deserts — reducing rainfall, making them even drier.

VgjBjodiversity is Higher in Areas with Water
1) Hot deserts have relatively low biodiversity (compared with tropical rainforests). SrnaiLareas.around
ephemeral (temporary) ponds or rivers or along the desert margins have the highest levels of biodiversity,
and contain a high proportion of species that are endemic (unique) to the desert.

2) Areas with water also have the highest density of human populations. Human deyelopment threatens
biodiversity by increasing desertification (see p.44) and by over-using or contaminating water supplies.
3) Development around the desert margins also means that habitats are being divided up by roads. This is
threat^rujig animals that migrate over Ia£ge_d!stajT£es to find food and water, e.g. desert bighorn sheep.
4) GlobaLvrarmlng is generally making hot deserts hotter and drier. This is forcing some species, e.g. lizards,
to move to cooler areas to cope with the rising temperatures. However, species that are already at the
limits of their environment don't have anywhere else to go, so are at risk of decline or extinction.
5) Lov^biodiyersity and pressure from development and climate change mean that deserts contain
many biodiversity hptspots — places where there are a high proportion of endemic species that
are threatened with extinction.

Biodiversity in hot deserts is low and many species are threatened

KF] You don't have to learn these examples of interdependence, if there are others that you have studied.

Just make sure you can say what might happen to the other parts of the ecosystem if something changes.
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Hot Deserts — Adaptations

plants and animals can only survive in the desert because they have some clever adaptations.

giants and Animals are Adapted to the Hot, Dry Conditions |
QeserLplants have adaptations to help them cope with the hot, dry conditions.
1) Plant roots are either extremely long to reach very deep water
supplies, or spread out very wide near the surface to catch as
much water as possible when it rains.

»:
?-;

y"
'-

2) Many plants, e.g. cacti, are succulents. They have large, fleshy
stems for storing water and thick waxy skin to reducejA/ateHoss
(water loss from plants is called transpiration). Some also have sharp

^

imes and toxins to stop animals stealing water from their stems.
3) Some plants have s_mall leaves or spines — this gives them a low surface area, reducing transpiration.
4) The seeds of some plants only germinate when it rains — the
plants grow, flower and release seeds in just a few weeks, which

makes sure they only grow when there's enough water to survive.

Desert animals are also adapted to cope with the high temperatures and limited supply of water.
^ ^ 1) Being nocMrn.al means that animals can stay cool in burrows during the day or sit still ;
I in the shade whilst it's hottest, e.g. fennec foxes. Desert animals also often have iong |
Nmbs or ears, providing a large surface area to lose heat from.
2) Lizards and snakes are able to tolerate high body temperatures,
e.g. desert iguanas can survive temperatures up to 42 °C.

3) Some bigger animals store large amounts of fat which they can
break down into water when needed, e.g. camels' humps.

s

Fennec foxes
%
"t.

k5 I Lizard

4) Some animals get all the water they need from what they eat, e.g. cactus mice get water from
cactus fruits and insects, and most desert animals minimise water loss from sweat and urine.

5) Adaptations to cope with the sand are common. For example, camels keep sand out of their

II:

eyes and nose during sand storms by having trlple^ye.lj^s, long eyelashes and being able
to dose their nostrils. They also have large, flat feet so that they don't sink into the sand.

31

Many desert plants have fleshy stems, spiny leaves and waxy skin
plant adaptations are about trying to get as much water as possible and animals need to be able to stay cool and get
enough water. Keep these key ideas in mind if you get asked about an organism you don't recognise in the exam.
fel
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Development in Hot Deserts

STU101

&

It's time to learn about the economic opportunities in a real desert...

There are Lots of Development Opportunities in the Sahara
The Sahara is Earth's largest desert — it's almost the

size of the United States. It stretches across parts of
many countries in north Africa. Opportunities for
economic development in the Sahara include:

Algeria

Tunisia

\
y

Morocco

VS)

<y

Egypt

N
's.C

^
Libya

1) Mineral resources — Morocco is

Mali

now the world's largest exporter of

phosphate (which is used in fertilisers,
cleaning products, batteries etc.). |

t

2) Oil and gas — Algeria is a leader in oii exploration and extraction in the Sahara Desert.
60% of its income comes from the oil and gas industry. It has many oil fields, including
Hassi Messaoud, and the industry employs over 40 OOP people.

3) Solar energy — 12 or more hours of bright
sunshine and cloudless skies every day are ideal
for generating soiar power. A 100 km2 area
solar energy development in Tunisia is planned
to supply enough electricity to meet the needs
of 2 million homes in Western Europe by 2018.

4) Tourism — many people are fascinated by remote and exotic desert locations.
Sandboarding, carting and cross-desert treks are popular tourist activitios in the
Sahara, e.g. camel trekking in Morocco. Tourism in the Sahara itself remains on
a small scale, though many people visit cities on the outskirts, e.g. Marrakech.

5) Farming — water is essential for plant growth so commercial agriculture
in the Sahara is only possible where there is enough irrigation water —
e.g. theAswan_Dam provides a year-round water supply in Egypt.

\-&^i
TIP

The Sahara isn't just sand — there's economic development too
The different opportunities in the Sahara may surprise you, but you might need to write about them
in detail in the exam — make sure you learn plenty of facts and figures, including specific locations.
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Development in Hot Deserts
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There may be lots of opportunities in hot deserts but they come with some pretty tough challenges too.

ahe Extreme Climate and Inaccessibility Make Development Challengmg"
1) The harsh conditions mean that the Sahara's population is
only about 2jniUion. Most people live in small fertile areas,
where water from a spring or well is used to irrigate the ground

'\»

so that crops, e.g. dates, can be grown. Others are nomadic,
constantly searching for fresh grazing for their herds of goats,
sheep and camels.

fc-T'

2) Development in the Sahara is challenging — trying to locate
and exploit resources in the hot, dry and remotejjesert:
^'-F.

;*
^

Extreme Temperatures

1) Due to the lack of cloud cover, daily temperatures can
range from over 40_°C during the day to be\ow_heez\ng
at night. Exposure to high temperatures can cause ill!
or death, and healthcare may be a long distance away.

^s,^
,

l\-<^
1?-~^

2) The hot season is often too hot for tourists so

employment in the tourism industry can be seasonal.

Inaccessibility

1) The Sahara is huge — people and materials have to travel long distances — often by aLr, which is expensive.
2) It's difficult to provide services, e.g. medical care, to remote regions, making it hard for them to develop.
3) Expensive pipelines have to be built to transport oil and gas from remote areas.
4) It takes 5 days by truck to transport salt from salt mines in Mali out of the desert.

Water Supply
1) The Sahara has very low annual rainfall (less than 70 mm in places).
Rainfall is unpredictable and most rivers only flow during part of the year.

I

2) Providing enough water for workers, industry or irrigation is extremely hard.
3) Deep_boreholes are used to extract water stored naturally under the Sahara
but this isn't sustainable because the supply isn't being replenished.
4) Some desert resources are so valuable that new developments find ways of supplying the water
they need, e.g. the phosphate mines in Morocco pipe water from a dam in central Morocco.

The Sahara is very hot, inaccessible and lacking water

1

Don't worry if you've studied a different hot desert environment. As long as you know the opportunities and
challenges for development and you've got some good, specific examples from that place, you'll be sorted.
Unit 1B—Hot Deserts

Desertification
Like most places, deserts have their problems and desertification is a big one, but there are ways to manage it too.
I

D||<ertification is Caused by Human and Physical Factors |

1) Desertification is the deeradation of land so that it becomes more desert-like

a&i^-

?A

— it becomes drier and less productive. A third of the world's land surface
i%
m
is at risk of desertification, particularly at the margins of deserts.
2) Soil erosion is a key part of desertification. Soil that is exposed (not covered by plants) is easily removed
by wmd or water. Nutrients in the soil (e.g. from fallen leaves and dead plants) are lost, making soil
ynpjodyctlve. Eventually the ground becomes ^andy, dusty/ stony or just barej^ck.
3) The main causes of desertification are:

Climate Change
1) Rainfall — climate change is
expected to reduce rainfall in areas

that are already quite dry. Less rain
means that Jess wafer is available for

plant growth, so plants die. Plant
roots hold the soil together. If the
plants die, the soil is easily eroded.
2) Temperatures — global temperatures
are expected to increase. Higher
temperatures mean that more water
evaporates from the land and from
plants. This makes soils drier and
means that plants die (so their roots
no longer hold the soil together).

Human Activities

1) Removal of fuel wood — many people in arid (dry)
areas rely on wood for fuel for cooking. Removal of

trees leaves the soil exposed so it is more easily eroded.
2) Overgrazing — toojnany cattle or sheep eat the plants
faster than they can re-grow. This leads to more soil
erosion because the plants no longer hold the soil
together. Trampling by animals also erodes the soil.
3) Over-cuitivation — if crops are planted in the same_area
continually, all the nutrients in the soil get used up.
This means that plants can no longer be grown in those
soils and, without plants, soil erosion increases.
4) Population growth — this puts pressure on the land,
leading to more deforestation (for firewood), more
overgrazing and more over-cultivation.

——— —-——-—-^—^—^—--—.—^.

ie Risk of Desertification can be Reduced

There are lots of different strategies for reducing the risk of desertification, for example:
WATER MANAGEMENT — growing crops that don't need much water (e.g. millet, sorghum or
olives) can reduce water use. Using dnpjmgation on crops instead of surface irrigation means
that the soil isn't eroded by lots of water being added all in one go.
TREE PLANTING
trees can be planted to act as wmdbreaks to protect soil from
wind erosion. Trees can also be used to stabilise the sand to prevent the desert from
encroaching on farm land. Growing trees in amongst crops protecte the crops (and
soil) by providing shade, which reduces temperatures and evaporation rates.

3) |ggyggg^^|gg]^2| — leaving areas of land to rest in between grazing or planting lets them
recover their nutrients. Rotating crops that use different nutrients from the soil means that the same
nutrients don't keep being removed. Compost can be used to add extra nutrients to the soil.
APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY —this involves using cheap, sustainable and easily available materials

that are easy for local people to maintain. For example, sand fences (barriers to trap windblown sand)
or terraces can be constructed to stabilise the soil and reduce erosion. The rate of deforestation can be

reduced by using solar cookers, which use the sun's energy to heat food. They are cheap and easy to
make, and don't require fuel wood to work.

Desertification is when productive land turns into desert
There's a lot to learn here — but the key thing is that the loss of plants means that the soil is more easily eroded,
making it less fertile and so less able to support plants. Management strategies aim to reverse this process.
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Worked Exam Questions
Here's a typical exam question with the answers filled in to help. They won't be there on the real exam

K

though, so you'd better learn how to answer them yourself...
Figure 1

1 Study Figure 1, a photograph of a water source in Libya.

. ^~:.',-•;.'^i'S-^kS*;

1.1 Using Figure 1, describe where biodiversity in
hot deserts is highest.

3F'"^<u.5
^•-fc

.^l.?.^.ly?.r.^l.tY. .'.^ b 1.9.^??. .?.l^?.'^.f?.^. .^?.t^ .^?^rF.^?;. .s.^t1. ??. .^.^.
oasis shown in Fig u re 1.

I

E

I %

[1]

A

^.
^ t'*;">t

1.2 Explain why biodiversity in hot desert environments
is particularly vulnerable to human activity.

V\S y ^i

^^

Most^ S|?ecies^ of J?lants^ an^ an[majs J^iy^ near^ water sources; ^and this js also where human .P.P.P.^j?^?.^.
.^?. .b'3 hest:.. .Uum?n. .a.9^'.^. .ln. .^bese.areas. is. ?:ber^^^
i

.'.t.y/.a^er. sou.rces.ar?. .^.4. .u.p. .(e-3: .for. .lr.r.l3a^.lo.n.Lor. .con^am.l.r??ke.^. Le.'3;. ^y. .'.lx?.s.^9.9y! .^.e.c?. .'.^. PP. ,

water ^availab e for p[a.nis and .anjmals; so thej ^may^ dje.^ A so,^ human actiYJtjes are thought to be
contributjn^ to ^ cljmate .change^.^ Climate change. ^ ma^ make some^ desert epvl.r<:?.r!m?.^ h?^e.C. ?^.

drier^so^ species^ that ^are^ adapter to .p.articular^ condjtjons^ may^ ^moye ,or^[^ out^
[4]
[Total 5 marks]
B^

2 Study Figure 2, a map of a hot desert region showing
some of the sources of income in different locations.

Figure 2

2.1 Using Figure 2,

water

describe the economic

opportunities at

N

•*"• .-moflo

^

I
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^
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ft
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K
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ffl
0

50
kilometres

100

sand dunes

<

There are mineral

subsistence
fanning
wildlife

resources to the north of the settlem^

I'
i'l:.;:

li!.:
^
:: f

.for. .ex.t?.o.r^'. .Th.e. s.e?.'.^mer1.^. .'s.a so .s'?:u.a1:e.^. .on .^he .rtver'.so .^ere .Is .w.a?er for. .lrrl.9.a?.lonl. .crea^in.9.
. °P.P.?.rt^.1?.1.^1.^. .f?.r. .9.9H? H1e.rc!a'. .fa.rm.ln.9'. . e-3: .^0. ?:.'?e .sou^. of. .^'?.e. s.e?.'e me.r1?;.
[Total 3 marks]
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Unit 18—Hot Deserts
.^

Exam Questions
1

Study Figure 1, a diagram showing interdependence in a hot desert environment.

1.1 Using Figure 1, describe and explain
the interdependence between the
clinaate and the soil in a hot desert
environment.

Figure 1
Low population
of people

Low animal

Hot, dry climate

<

populations

A

*.

s.
V

Limited water

>

Dry, salty soil

Sparse
plant cover

>

<

B

J"
s

[3]

1.2 Using Figure 1, outline two ways that water extraction for crop irrigation may affect
hot desert environments.

I

1:

IKIi
ii

f,

2:

If

[2]

^

[Total 5 marks]

I
I:

2

Study Figure 2, a photograph of an area of hot desert in Morocco.

2.1 Suggest how human activity may contribute to
desertification in areas on the fringes of hot deserts.

Figure 2

^9»

,s»i

^^

•>

•^
p"

.^

[Total 6 mark]
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Revision Summary |

That's just about it for Unit 1 B — so now's an excellent moment to test your knowledge with some questions.
Try these questions and tick off each one when you get it right.
• When you've done all the questions for a topic and are compiete!y happy with it, tick off the topic.
Remember that you only need to learn one out of h-lot Deserts and Cold Environments for the exam.
Ecosystems (p.28-29) [_]
1) What is an ecosystem?

^

2) Give two abiotic features of ecosystems.
3) What is a producer?

I

D
D

4) Describe the role of decomposers in ecosystems.
5) Where are temperate deciduous forests found?

6) What type of ecosystem is nearly always found between the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn?

Tropical Rainforests (p.30-36) |_|

t-

7) Describe the vegetation of tropical rainforests.
8) Give an example of an interdependent relationship in the tropical rainforest ecosystem.
9) Describe three ways that plants are adapted to living in tropical rainforests.

10) What is biodiversity?
B 11)
Give six causes of deforestation in tropical rainforests.

12) a) Give an example of a tropical rainforest.
b) Describe one negative economic impact of deforestation in that rainforest.
r
13) Why is it important to protect tropical rainforests?
K!
14) What is selective logging?

D
a
D
D
a

15) What is ecotourism?

R 16) How do international hardwood agreements help in the sustainable management of rainforests?

17) Outline one way that education can help to make rainforest management more sustainable.

Hot Deserts (p.39-44)

D
D

18) Describe the climate in hot deserts.
19) What is the soil like in hot deserts?

B1

a
a

D

20) Describe two ways that people cope with the lack of water in hot deserts.
21) Give two adaptations of plants to hot desert environments.
22) Give two adaptations of animals to hot desert environments.
23) Describe one issue related to biodiversity in hot deserts.

24) Describe how inaccessibility can make development challenging in hot desert environments.
25) Explain how tree planting can reduce the risk of desertification.
26) Give one strategy, other than tree planting, that can reduce the risk of desertification.

D

Cold Environments (p.47-50) [_]

s'
!!

27) Describe the climate of cold environments.

28) How are polar and tundra environments different?
29) Give two adaptations of plants to cold environments.
^

30) How does hibernating during winter help animals in cold environments to survive?
31) Describe one issue related to biodiversity in cold environments.
32) How can extreme temperatures make development challenging in a cold environment?

D

33) a) What is a wilderness area?

^i

Ill,

b) Why are these areas worth protecting?

!
;
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